CHAPTER XVII
THE WORLD WAR
L the war of movement in the west, 1914
The causes of the Great War have been long and hotly
debated, and must to some extent be sought far back in the
history of the nineteenth century. On the outbreak of hostili-
ties Germany found herself actually faced with that military
encirclement which it had long been the traditional aim of
her diplomacy to prevent. Her ftrst purpose, therefore,
was to break the ring of hostile States surrounding her by at
once striking down one of her principal foes, Shgxfrose to
make her principal effort against France, at oncejhe nearest
and the most vulnerable, as she considered that Russia, however
great her potential might, was less immediately formidable and
could be left to be disposed of after a decision had been secured
in the West,
The German plan of campaign, drawn up some years before
by the then Chief of Staff, Schlieffen, comprised a swift and
overwhelmingly powerful blow against the left and rear of the
main French army, which would be held fast in front by an
active defence in Alsace-Lorraine, This scheme, which it was
reckoned would decide the campaign in the West in six weeks
by a decisive battle east or south-east of Paris, involved the
violation of Belgian neutrality and the risk of bringing in Britain
as a foe ; but the German High Command declined to allow
itself to be deterred by either consideration. A complete
victory, which it confidently expected, would settle everything,
even the verdict of history, in favour of Germany*
The French plan of campaign, unfortunately, considerably
increased the chances of such a victory for, inspired as it was
by an almost mystical faith in the virtues of the offensive under
afl circumstances, it envisaged an eastward frontal attack in
Alsace-Lorraine, on highly unsuitable ground, where the enemy
fully expected it and were ready to meet it, and took little account
of the real peril, the possibility of an attack through Belgium.
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